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A writer’s encounter with the word is the expression of it through his language. The language 

is the crystallization of his experience, something that breathes of his being as a signature of 

his presence and or existence. 

Heidegger in “Nature of Language” (59) describes how a poet is compelled, in his own way, 

that is, poetically, to put in to language the experience he undergoes with the language. To 

undergo an experience with language, writes Heidegger, “means that something befalls us, 

strikes us, comes over us, overwhelms and transform us.” An entry in to The Inheritance of 

Loss can be made treating it as an incarnate discourse, a fine amalgam of the experience and 

expression of contemporaneity that bears the signature of Kiran Desai: 

The incident of horror grew, through the changing of seasons, through winter and a flowery 

spring, then rain and winter again (The Inheritance of Loss, 279). 

The inevitability of this global phenomenon and its inescapable aftermath – the torture of the 

helpless victim, the brutality of the so-called law and order, and the self destroying, 

meaningless shuffling of economic and social order through force and violence, and 

undeserved suffering at the personal and global axis, render The Inheritance of Loss a 

poignancy and immediacy, rare and unique. 
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The world grows large, but minds grow small. Whether in the east or west, “We are all voices 

of the same poverty,” the author quotes from Jorge Luis Borges in the prologue. Fragmented 

minds confronted with a new sense of space, dislocation, uprooted identities hunting for 

fortune and meaning, frustrated efforts at subverting social and economic hierarchy and the 

tiny gossamer like relations and bondages swaying over in to  global whirlwind, all fill up the 

canvass with tangible immediacy.  

This is the kind of immediacy J. Hillis Miller speaks of in Poets of Reality: 

The pathos of the disappearance of God is the pathos of infinite space ….the mind , its object, 

other minds and the ground of both minds and things are present in a single realm of 

proximity….Examples of the new immediacy may be found in widely divergent areas of 

contemporary thoughts and are….(8). 

At the foot of Mount Kanchenjunga, Kalimpong the village exist, unruffled in its simplicity 

and natural scenic beauty. There is the bungalow Cho Oyu occupied by a retired, resentful 

judge, Justice Patel who dictates his own terms with life in a desperate attempt to smother his 

sense of guilt and failure in life. There is a meek Cook attending on him for years with 

servile, dog like loyalty, dreaming of the fortune of his son Biju, a globe trotter. In fact, his 

son is the doyen of his hope and zest of living. Biju is a non sticking voyaging consciousness 

floating globally, ultimately anchoring his roots to Kalimpong – only to return home “with 

much less than he ever had.” Sai the orphaned granddaughter of the judge arrives in Cho Oye 

as an addition to the muffled, mudene existence at the bungalow. 

Sai falls in love with her Nepali tuotor, Gyan, who straddles desperately between two worlds 

when an Indian Nepali insurgency takes place. This insurgency immediacy falls like a gall 

over Kalimpong, in ghoulish looting and robbery, forceful usurpation of land, riots, killing, 

hartals and police brutality. In a violent over turning of hierarchy, the settlers and 

beneficiaries of  Kalimpong like Father Booty and Uncle Potty are dismissed and disposed. 

The frenzied grab of incontrollable forces and the cutting agony of being disposed is the 

recurrent motive of the novel. It is not only the fate of the people like Father Booty, Uncle 

Potty, Lola and Noni, but of Biju, Sai, The Judge, The Cook and Gyan. Biju who comes back 

with his life’s saving is totally robbed and humiliated: Sai delicate emotional terrain is 

eroded; having lost Mutt (his dog) the only genuine belonging, the Judge is dispossessed and 

demented; The Cook and Gyan also undergo the same agony. 

Kiran Desai weaves a spatial web of experiences and sensibilities. The narrative focus fall on 

this remote village simultaneously along with the global encounters of Biju in Switzerland, 

England, New Zealand and America. Biju’s strenuous efforts to get a tourist visa at U.S. 
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embassy from a women who “pinned him down with a lepidopterist’s gaze,” her volley of 

questions and the final moment of triumph when the tense frustrated queue behind him call 

him “the luckiest boy in the world”, are all raw slices of contemporary life. Biju is the 

quintessence of floating diaspora. Worried about the upheavals in kalimpong, he phones up 

his father; the Cook hobbles over the steepsto the guest house to hear his son. With concern 

and growing anxiety mounting on both sides, they speak aloud with urgency to cover the 

distance between them. 

Although what they shout at on both sides is “I can’t hear you. Can you hear?” and finally, 

“Is everything all right?” in their voices we get the nuance of desperate intimacy surmounting 

distance and discord.  

The taut narration acquires throbbing immediacy here: 

The atmosphere of Kalimpong reaches Biju all the way in New York; it swelled densely on the 

line, and he felt the pulse of the forest, smell of humid air, the green black lushness, he could 

imaging all its different textures, the plumage of banana, the stark spear of the cactus, the 

delicate gestures of ferns, he could hear the croak trr whonk, weewee butt ock, butt ock of 

frgs in the spinach, the rising note welding imperceptible with the evening (230).    

When the line goes off, “Beep peep honk honk trr bit tock, the phone went dead and they 

were stranded in the distance that lay between them” (230). 

Language for Kiran Desai is a supple sponge to absorb the contours of experience. Lived 

experience emerges like the strak spear of the cactus piercing in to our consciousness. War – 

nations at war, minds at war-wreaks disintegration and depravity everywhere in the global 

plain. The rubric of the novel pulsates with the meaninglessness of this blatant exertion of 

energy. It engrosses the personal and the political. The caustic comments of Mrs. Desai 

comes out in crisp rhetoric’s: 

Oh! This country! People exclaimed, glad to fall in to usual sentences, where human life was 

cheap, when standards were shoddy, where stoves were badly made and cheap ones caught 

fire as easily, as a women you wanted dead, without a witness, without a case…. (307). 

One such hapless victim is Nimi, the unfortunate wife of the arrogant Judge. After being 

pushed out of his life, Nimi lives an unwanted life with an uncaring sister and brother –in-

law. When the news reaches the Judge that she had caught fire over a stove, he dismiss it has 

an accident. The pungent narration is like pin prickes to our conscience, “Ashes have no 

weight, they tell no secrets, they rise too lightly for guilt; too lightly for gravity, they float 

upword and thankfully disappear” (308). 
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Through Sai we ride through the seasons in Kalimpong. “The spring came in milks willed 

colors and newly hatched caterpillers” (305). The changing seasons, ‘the aqueous rainy 

season’ when Sai feels desolate and lonely; “the random storm winds brush over, arousing 

hope in the waiting; the chilly nights of anxiety, anticipation, the dull winter when it did not 

snow in Kalimpong….just turned dull, all around the snow line dripped and high mountains 

around town were brindled white” (251). 

Nothing escapes the wide expanse of the novel. The ruthless police brutality and torture of a 

helpless drunk on a false charge of robbery, the mounting hysteria of boys at St Xavier school 

who, suffering from hartal and the absence of the Cook, on being asked to prepare for dinner, 

remove the chickens’ had by twisting and popping it like a cork, and their gleeful sadistic 

pleasure of ‘finding the helpless birds running about spilling guts and excrement” (237). 

When there had been encroached upon, the two upper class ladies Lola and Noni pilled for 

justice. Lola approaches Pradhan the flamboyant had of Klimpong wing of G.N.l.F. to 

complaint about illegal huts being built in Mon Ami property. Lola’s dignity as a woman is 

treated with derision; she undergoes extreme insult and humiliation. By exposing the 

dehumanized, desensitive power, law and order, this novel raises significant questions on 

basic human issues and man’s basic right to live a life without fear and encroachment. 

The embittered and tough Judge has to peel of his bloating ego and hard exterior, when he 

finally goes frantically in search of his dog that had been stolen. He knocks at the doors 

pleading for help, the doors that are closed on him with a vengeance and saddist glee, “The 

Judge had lost his clout…he was a residual veneer – all his powers now frittered away in 

years of misanthropy and cynicism” (292). 

The climax and the heart rending part of the novel is the totally deprived and looted Biju who 

staggers of the gate of Cho Oyu in a funny multi-colored night gown of a tooth less crone. All 

the money, all the hard earned belongings earned through years of toiling in alien soils have 

been looted by the frustrated, angry , envious G.N.L.F. men who promised to take him to 

Kalimpong in their jeep. Near Kalimpong forests, they had exposed him, tearing off his dress 

and dignity –he was left to the chilly winds and the wild dogs to chase at; “without his 

baggage, without his savings, worst of all without his pride. Back from America with far less 

than what he ever had” (317). 

The orchestration of suffering sales heights towards the end. At a desperate moment, when 

the frenzied Judge beat up the Cook for the lost dog, when the Cook and Sai plummet 

themselves in to helplessness, their hopeless, frustrated worlds grope in the dark, there 

emerges Biju the son calling “Piaji” and “the two suffering worlds leap at each other and seek 
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solace.” The torn up crevices coagulate and there is the strange mechanism of self healing. 

Kiran Desai associates it with the luminous light that spreads over the five peaks of 

Kanchenjunga: 

The five peaks of Kanchenjunga turned golden with the kind of luminous light that made you 

feel, if briefly, that truth was apparent. All you needed was to reach out and pluck it.  

This illuminating vision of future, the delayed truth at the end is the ultimate triumph of the 

novel and its bold exploration of the experience of contemporaniety. 
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